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I. I NTRODUCTION
Legged robots are expected to locomote autonomously in
an uncertain and potentially dynamically changing environment. Active interaction with contacts becomes inevitable to
move and apply forces in a goal directed way and withstand
unpredicted changes in the environment. Therefore, we need
to design algorithms that exploit interaction forces and
generate desired motions of the robot leading to robust and
compliant interaction with the environment. As complexity
of tasks increases, generating motion trajectories quickly in
combination with feedback control laws that can be executed
on the full robot will become increasingly more important
and open the way for agile robots.
Dynamic motions that require contact interaction with several
endeffectors at the same time need to be planned over a time
horizon in order to result in trajectories that are realizable
on the robot. However, planning with the full robot model
can result in excessive computation time, even though only a
subset of the dynamics might be required to model the robot
behavior well. Execution of planned trajectories, on the other
hand, has been shown to work well when inverse dynamics
is used under consideration of the full robot dynamics in fast
control loops [1]. As a consequence, in this work we address
the problem of dynamic motion generation and control by
separating it into two different time-scales and levels of
modeling granularities: We use trajectory optimization on
reduced robot dynamics and generate motion plans over a
horizon in a few minutes of optimization. The resulting
trajectories are then tracked within a Hierarchical Inverse
Dynamics whole-body controller together with other tasks
and constraints in a real-time control loop on the kHz level.
Trajectory Optimization
A direct effect of contact forces is a change of (linear and
angular) momentum in the robot. This relationship between
forces and momentum is expressed in the Newton-Euler
equations and lies at the core of the equations of motion
of each floating base robot. The nonlinear relation is often
simplified further in related work in order to obtain linear
dynamics. The probably most widely used example is the
linear inverted pendulum model (LIPM) [2]. However, over
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(a) the humanoid traversing a terrain as it is tracking planned momentum trajectories

(b) balance experiments under consideration of the full dynamics model

Fig. 1. Our motion generation framework is demonstrated on a rough
terrain walking task as illustrated in (a). The underlying whole-body
controller is further tested in various balancing scenarios when pushes are
applied to the robot and its’ ground support (b).

simplifying the dynamics can become problematic in the
context of more dynamic tasks such as stepping at varying
height. Thus, in our work we exploit the full relation between contact forces, center of mass (CoM) and (centroidal)
momentum. Our dynamics model allows for separate contact
wrenches at arbitrary oriented contact surfaces or points. We
phrase an optimal control problem that generates momentum profiles and constrained contact forces and centers of
pressure (CoPs). Compared to more expressive models [3],
we can generate admissible force and momentum profiles
relatively quickly. In addition, an optimal feedback controller
is designed around momentum trajectories from a LQR
design to be realized in our whole-body controller together
with other tasks and constraints.
Hierarchical Inverse Dynamics
Interactions between a robot and an uncertain environment
(e.g. stepping on unsteady ground) require compliant control,
which can be achieved well with inverse dynamics on torque
controlled robots. Extensions to hierarchical inverse dynamics allow to construct more complex behaviors consisting
of force and motion tasks satisfying physical constraints
and actuator limitations that are consistent with the full
dynamics model of the robot. This class of algorithms has
been shown to create physical motions in simulation where
perfect knowledge about the robot model and state is given
and real-time requirements can be relaxed. However, the
constraint-aware feedback control capabilities of hierarchical

inverse dynamics controller have not been verified on a real
humanoid before. In face of unpredicted events like a push
or unsteady ground, constraints, such as support limits, have
to be guaranteed by resolving hierarchies of tasks with the
full model online. A prerequisite for such behavior is the
realization of hierarchical inverse dynamics controllers that
take into account inequality constraints in a fast control
cycle. Although, computationally demanding, we implement
a variant of cascades of Quadratic Programs (QPs) to run
sufficiently fast and solve a hierarchy of tasks in a tight 1kHz
control-loop on a torque controlled humanoid [1] leading to
constraint-aware multi-task control.
In our robot experiments, we observe robust balancing behavior when we control the momentum of the system leading
to the momentum centered control framework presented in
this paper: a combination of momentum trajectory optimization together with hierarchical inverse dynamics whole-body
control [4]. We present an optimizer that creates momentum
trajectories that are tracked with LQR feedback gains inside
a hierarchy of tasks. We show simulation results where
the robot traverses a terrain consisting of stepping stones
varying in height and orientation (cf. Fig 1). The discussion
of the presented work focuses on planning and control of
momentum, however as we move towards robot experiments
with the full framework, we also address estimation of
momentum [5].
II. M OMENTUM T RAJECTORY G ENERATION
Our model of the robot is reduced to its momentum
dynamics
M ṙ = l

(1a)
X

l̇ = M g +
fi
X
X
κ̇ =
τi +
(pi − r) × fi ,

(1b)
(1c)

where M is the mass of the robot and the state of the
dynamics is composed from the CoM r and the overall
linear and angular momentum l, κ. A change of momentum
is generated through the controls composed from contact
forces fi , torques τ i acting at CoPs
 pi . WeTare interested
in momentum trajectories
x(t) = r l κ and contact
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. . . that are consistent with
wrenches u(t) =
i τi
Eqs (1). They are formulated as the solution of an optimal
control problem

min.
x,u

s.t.
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Jt (x(t), u(t))
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Eqs (1) satisfied,
u(t) ∈ K,

(2b)
(2c)

t

where J is a cost on the CoM and momentum and
K is the space of admissible contact forces, i.e. Eq (2c)
guarantees that contact forces are inside of the friction cone
and CoPs are bounded by the support polygon. As we solve
the optimization problem (2) we obtain a (locally) optimal
momentum trajectory that satisfies the dynamics equations
(1) and admissible contact forces. The objective function

of our optimal control problem is a sum of tracking errors
between r, l, κ and corresponding desired reference CoM and
momentum trajectories. Desired trajectories are not required
to be dynamically feasible and can be created from a naive
kinematic plan, for instance using inverse kinematics. Our
optimizer then finds admissible forces, torques and CoPs
with compatible CoM and momentum that are as close
as possible to the reference trajectory. In our experiments,
we could execute resulting trajectories on the full robot in
simulation even with naive initialization of the optimizer. In
our formulation, x(t), u(t) are expressed in form of timecontinuous polynomials guaranteeing smooth trajectories by
construction. Solutions are found quickly after aprox. 5 min.
A. LQR feedback design
Once optimization (2) converged to a solution, we compute feedback gains around the resulting trajectories. We
compare a naive PD design with diagonal gain matrices to a
LQR design that computes optimal gains automatically from
a quadratic performance cost. A desired closed-loop behavior
on the change of momentum is typically written [6] in form
of a spring-damper. There are, however, several issues with
such an approach. First, the tuning of the PD controller
can be problematic. In our experience, on the real robot
it is necessary to have different gains for different contact
configurations to ensure proper tracking which leads to a
time consuming tuning process with many open parameters.
Second, such a controller does not exploit the coupling between linear and angular momentum rate of change through
interaction forces (cf. Eq (1c)). We propose to use the model
of Eqs (1) to phrase a LQR problem and compute optimal
feedback gains. We linearize the dynamics and compute a
LQR controller by selecting a desired performance cost. A
control law is computed with the form




r
fankle
= −K  l  + k(xref , lref , κref )
(3)
τ ankle
κ
that contains both feedback and feedforward terms. A desired
closed-loop behavior for the momentum that appropriately
takes into account the momentum couplings (1c) is then
computed. In our experiments we demonstrate that such a
design leads to better performance than a naive PD control
design. Moreover, gains are computed automatically for any
contact configuration, significantly simplifying the implementation of the controller. When applied to a more dynamic
stepping task in simulation, the advantage of the LQR design
was necessary for stable execution.
III. E XPERIMENTS
Our control framework consisting of trajectory generation
and whole-body control is demonstrated in a stepping task in
simulation. Additionally, we perform balancing experiments
with our Hierarchical Inverse Dynamics controller on the
real robot. We implement the momentum control task in a
QP cascade variant [?] and run the balance controller in a
1kHz control loop on the lower part of our Sarcos humanoid1
1A
video summarizing the experiments
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMj3Uv2Q8Xg
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Fig. 2. The robot state, when it was balancing in single support and
performing a swing leg motion. The grey bar marks the moment of push
that was applied at the hip. Position and velocity tracking (top two plots) of
the swinging hip joint remains unaffected, while the momentum (3rd plot
from top) is kept bounded and damped out shortly.

(see Fig 1). Physical constraints such as consistency with the
robot dynamics and contact force limitations are put in higher
priority whereas posture control and force regularization is
put in lower priority. Various kinds of disturbances were
applied to the robot. It was put on a rolling platform and
tilting platform and balanced out rapid displacement of the
support as can be seen in the video. We excerpt a sequence
of systematic pushes of up to 9Ns at different points on
the robot structure and compare the disturbance rejection of
the PD control to the LQR feedback design (as discussed
in Sec II-A). For both momentum control tasks, the robot
was able to withstand impacts with high peak forces and
strong impulses without falling. For every push, the change
in momentum was damped out quickly and the CoG was
tracked after an initial disturbance. With the LQR gains we
see a significant improvement in recovering the CoG even
though the robot was pushed harder than with the controller
using diagonal gain matrices.
In an additional experiment, we made the robot move on
one foot, while it was performing a swing motion with the
other leg. The swing leg task was put in the same priority as
the momentum control task. Not only was the robot able to
track the swing leg motion, but it was also able to balance out
strong shocks of peak forces up to 290N . Fig. 2 shows the
swing leg tracking and momentum of the robot at the moment
of impact. Here, we can see the advantage of realizing several
task feedback loops simultaneously. Due to the momentum
control the injected disturbance momentum remains bounded
and is damped out eventually while at the same time tracking
of the swing leg is not visibly affected. The reaction forces
and CoPs stay inside their bounds at all times and are never
traded-off due to the higher priority.
We now move to a more dynamic task where motion
generation with the momentum dynamics becomes inevitable
together with a tracking controller that considers the full
dynamics model. A rough terrain walking task is designed

with a predefined stepping pattern as can be seen in Fig 1.
The robot is to walk on angled stepping stones that are
increasing in height. In this setup assumptions required for
the LIPM do not hold anymore, but instead independent
CoPs and contact forces need to be taken into account as
well as a changing CoM height. Our trajectory generator
(2) converges after aprox. 5 min with a naive initialization
and returns momentum trajectories together with constrained
contact wrenches that lead to successful execution in the
whole body. Our LQR performance cost consists of diagonal
gain matrices that are chosen once and resolve to time
varying optimal feedback gains as we linearize the planned
trajectories. Using a PD gain design, we could not find
parameters that would lead to a stable behavior over the full
horizon. The resulting momentum controller was embedded
in a hierarchy of tasks. At the highest two priorities we put
the Newton-Euler equations of the robot and constraints on
contact forces and joint limits. In the third priority we put
our momentum task together with a swing foot controller
and a posture controller with relatively small weight. In the
remaining two priorities redundancies on the base orientation
and contact forces are resolved. We observe that the robot
is able to track the planned momentum well and manages
to traverse the terrain. The computed LQR feedback gains
contain off-diagonal gains that create for instance a change
in angular momentum in order to correct for CoM tracking
errors. Our QP cascade is able to realize desired closed-loop
behaviors sufficiently well while constraints on forces and
joint limits are satisfied.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this work we present a framework for motion generation
and control for multi-contact interaction. We combine a
trajectory generator that considers the momentum dynamics
of the robot together with a whole-body controller based
on hierarchical inverse dynamics. An optimal LQR feedback
controller is generated that tracks optimized momentum
profiles on the full robot. Experiments are show on the real
robot that demonstrate robust behavior of the whole-body
controller. We then demonstrate the combination of trajectory
optimizer and whole-body controller on a rough terrain in
simulation which the robot is able to cross using the proposed
method.
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